VPS Fly-Tipping Removal

Who are VPS?
The VPS Group have been providing a range of services, including waste clearance, to a wide spectrum of customers for more than 20 years. We have built a reputation as the experts in providing the full range of vacant property risk management solutions, from steel and alarms to cleaning and clearances, and we provide on-going management services throughout the term of vacancy.
**Why choose VPS?**

VPS have an established track record in providing a complete site clearance solution for the removal and disposal of all waste from site. With a network of over 20 service centres situated throughout the UK and Ireland we offer a national service with a local feel.

VPS clearance operatives undergo extensive training covering all necessary Health & Safety procedures to ensure that we are fully compliant in all areas of waste management and removal. We hold a number of industry recognised accreditations and are currently trusted by some of the UK’s largest companies to provide these solutions.

**VPS and Reconomy**

VPS provide a full fly-tipping clearance service, which involves safely and efficiently removing all waste that has been illegally dumped on site.

As well as clearing and disposing of typical fly-tipped waste such as white goods, tyres and old furniture, VPS have experience in safely clearing and disposing of all types of hazardous waste, including the removal of asbestos, pest control waste (dead carcases and materials associated with pest control) and even sharps (needles) from drug abuse.

We currently offer fly-tipping removal throughout the UK.

We use a fully liveried fleet of caged tippers, and manage the entire process from removal through to transportation of items to disposal sites.